ABSTRACT. In mixture experiments with noise variables or process variables that can not be controlled, investigate and try to control the variability of the response variable is very important for quality improvement in industrial processes. Thus, modeling the variability in mixture experiments with noise variables becomes necessary and has been considered in literature with approaches that require the choice of a quadratic loss function or by using the delta method. In this paper, we make use of the delta method and also propose an alternative approach, which is based on the Joint Modeling of Mean and Dispersion (JMMD). We consider a mixture experiment involving noise variables and we use the techniques of JMMD and of the delta method to get models for both mean and variance of the response variable. Following the Taguchi's ideas about robust parameter design we build and solve an optimization problem for minimizing the variance while holding the mean on the target. At the end we provide a discussion about the two methodologies considered.
Introduction
Experiments with mixtures involve the mixing or blending of two or more ingredients to form an end product. For this type of experiment it is of interest to determine the proportions of the mixture components which lead to desirable results with respect to some quality characteristic of interest.
In general, the quality of the end product is a function of the proportions of the ingredients and of other factors that do not form any portion of the mixture, as heat or time; these factors are called process variables or process conditions and can not always be controlled. In other words, in some mixture experiments, the response depends not only on the proportion of the mixture components present in the mixture but also on the processing conditions that are, in general, designated as process variables. Process variables are factors in an experiment that do not form any portion of the mixture but whose levels when changed could affect the blending properties of the ingredients. In the literature on mixture experiments with process variables, the goal is determining the proportions of the mixture components along with situations of process conditions, so that the response becomes as close as possible to a target value.
Experiments with mixture and process variables are well covered in [3] , but modeling of variance is not considered. The modeling of variance in mixture experiments with noise variables has been considered in [17] , who proposed a combined mixture-process-noise variable model, built and solved an optimization problem to minimize a quadratic loss function, taking into account both mean and variance of response. Another approach to modeling the variance in mixture experiments is due to [6] using the delta method, which employs a Taylor series approximation of the regression model at a vector of process variables.
In this paper, besides the delta method, we also consider the joint modeling of mean and dispersion (JMMD) as an alternative approach to modeling the variance in mixture experiments with noise variables. The JMMD was introduced by [13] as an alternative to Taguchi's methods in quality-improvement experiment and provides a methodology to find and check the fit of the models found with a solid statistical basis. Further examples of applications of the JMMD can be found in [7] and [8] . A a comprehensive review of the joint modeling of mean and dispersion proposed by [13] is given by [15] .
We consider a mixture experiment involving noise variables and we use the approaches of JMMD and the delta method to get models for both mean and variance of the response variable. Following the Taguchi's ideas about robust parameter design, see [18] we build and solve an optimization problem for minimizing the variance while holding the mean on the target. At the end we present some considerations about both methods used.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce mixture experiments and present some models used for mixtures with process variables. In Section 3, we describe briefly the joint modeling of mean and dispersion and discuss the principal points of the theory. In Section 4, we make a resume about the delta method. In Section 5, we apply the JMMD and the delta method to get models for both mean and variance in an example of mixture experiment involving noise variables. Additionally we build and solve an optimization problem for minimizing the variance while holding the mean on the target. Finally, in Section 6, we provide a discussion about the two methodologies considered.
Mixture experiments
A mixture experiment involves mixing proportions of two or more components to make different compositions of an end product. Mixture component proportions x i are subject to the constraints 0 ≤ x i ≤ 1 i = 1, 2, . . . , a and
where a is the number of components involved in the mixture experiment. Consequently, the design space is a (a − 1)-dimensional simplex or part of a simplex if there are further conditions on the proportions such as l i ≤ x i ≤ u i for i = 1, 2, . . . , a − 1, with the proportion x a taking values which make up the mixture.
If, in addition to the a mixture components x t = (x 1 , . . . , x a ), there are b process variables z t = (z 1 , . . . , z b ); we can consider typically additive models like η(x, z) = ζ(x) + ϑ(z) or complete cross product models of the type η(x, z) = ζ(x)ϑ(z) or combinations of these such as η(x, z) = ζ(x) + ν(x, z), where ζ(x) represents the mixture model, ϑ(z) represents the process variable model and ν(x, z) comprises products of terms in ζ(x) and ϑ(z). For three mixture components and two process variables, with
, the combined multiplicative model, which includes the Scheffé cubic model for the mixture and the reduced quadratic model for the process variables, is given by
In general, the methodology used to construct mixture designs involving process variables is combination of two designs, one being a mixture design for the mixture components and the other being factorial or fractional factorial design for the process variables. For more details about mixture experiments with process variables see [3] .
Joint modeling of mean and dispersion
According to [13] , the method of joint modeling of mean and dispersion consists of finding joint models for the mean and dispersion. In their approach, using the extended quasilikelihood, two interlinked generalized linear models (GLM) are needed, one for the mean and the other for the dispersion. For the dispersion model is used as response variable the deviance component
for each observation y i , where µ i represents the mean for the ith observation and V (.) is the variance function for the GLM, see [11] , p. 360.
Let x t = (x 1 , . . . , x a ) be a vector with design factors and z t = (z 1 , . . . , z b ) be a vector with noise factors. Suppose that t t = (t 1 , . . . , t s ) and u t = (u 1 , . . . , u r ) are the independent variables that affect the mean and the dispersion models respectively. The vectors t and u may contain factors occurring in x, in z or in both. The independent variables for the dispersion model are commonly, but not necessarily, a subset of the independent variables for the mean model. Consider Y 1 , . . . , Y n n independent random variables with the same probability distribution, whose values, given by y 1 , . . . , y n , are the results of an experimental arrangement. Spite of the distribution of Y i is unknown, it is assumed that E(Y i |Z i ) = µ i and V ar(Y i |Z i ) = φ i V (µ i ), where Z i is a vector with the fixed values for the random noise variables, φ i is the dispersion parameter and V (.) is the variance function. Let ϕ be a link function for the mean model, i.e.,
where f j (t i ), for j = 1, . . . , p, is a known function of t i and β is a p × 1 vector of unknown parameters. Following [7] , for the dispersion model we are assuming a gamma model with a log link function, i.e.,
, where g j (u i ), for j = 1, . . . , q, is a known function of u i and γ is a q × 1 vector of unknown parameters. Thus, on the dispersion model we are considering E(d i ) = φ i and V ar(d i ) = 2φ 2 i (see [11] , p. 361). Note that, in general, the factors occurring in f (t) and g(u) can be linear effects, quadratic effects or interactions between the factors occurring in x and in z. A term occurring in the mean linear predictor only can thus be used to get the mean close to target, while a term in the dispersion linear predictor, whether or not it occurs also in the mean, can be used to reduce the dispersion. We also define T and U the experimental matrices for the mean and dispersion models respectively, with
where n is the number of observations.
The fitting for the JMMD uses as an optimizing criterion the idea of extended quasilikelihood, introduced by [14] , see [11] , p. 349. In this work we use the adjusted extended quasi-likelihood, introduced by [7] . The adjusted extended quasi-likelihood is given, in our notation, by
where
1−hi is the standardized deviance component and h i is the ith element of the diagonal of the matrix
, being W , the weight matrix for the GLM, a diagonal matrix with elements given by w i = ∂µi ∂ηi 2 1
φiV (µi) . The Table  1 gives a resume of the joint modeling of mean and dispersion. From Table 1 , we can observe that the standardized deviance component from the model for the mean becomes the response for the dispersion model, and the inverse of fitted values for the dispersion model provides the prior weights for the mean model. 
Response variable
Link function
Prior weight The algorithm for the JMMD is an extension of the standard GLM algorithm, in which the model for the mean is fitted assuming that the fitted values for the dispersion are known and that the model for dispersion is fitted using the fitted values for the mean. The fitting alternates between the mean and dispersion models until convergence is achieved.
After complete convergence, that is, if the equation (16) is satisfied for a small ǫ, and after model checking the final joint model is found. The iterative process and the algorithm for the JMMD, adapted from [15] , are shown in Appendices A and B.
Note that the models for mean and variance, conditional to random noise variables, are obtained as
and V ar(Y |Z) = φV (µ) = exp {ξ(x, Z)} V (µ). We can find E(Y ) and V ar(Y ) by using the expressions E(Y ) = E(E(Y |Z)) and
It is assumed that the distribution of Z is known or can be estimated.
Delta method
The delta method is a well-known technique for finding approximations, based on Taylor series expansions, to the mean and variance of functions of random variables. In this paper, the delta method will be applied, considering the second-order expansion of Taylor series around the mean of noise variables. Let Z 1 , . . . , Z b be random variables with means µ 1 , . . . , µ b and define Z t = (Z 1 , . . . , Z b ) and µ t = (µ 1 , . . . , µ b ). For our problem of mixture experiments, we also consider x as the vector of mixture components. Suppose there is a twice differentiable function η(x, Z) for which we want an approximate estimate of mean and variance. Define
The second-order Taylor series expansion of η about µ is
where R is the remainder of the approximation and will be ignored. Thus, taking Y = η(x, Z) we can obtain
and
For a comprehensive treatment about the delta method see [2] , p. 240.
Application to a bread-making problem
The bread-making problem, originally presented by [5] , according to [12] , consisted of an experiment with three ingredients of mixture and two noise variables, and had as objective to investigate and to value the final quality of flour, composed by different mixtures of wheat flour, for production of bread. [5] , according to [12] , considered three types of wheat flour: two Norwegian, Tjalve (x 1 ) and Folke (x 2 ) and one American, Hard Red Spring (x 3 ); that were considered as control variables, and two types of noise variables: mixing time (z 1 ) and the proofing (resting) times of the dough (z 2 ), considered as noise variables. The response variable was considered as the loaf volume after baking with target value of 530 ml. The flour blends were considered to be mixing ingredients with x 1 + x 2 + x 3 = 1 and with constraints 0.25 ≤ x 1 ≤ 1.0; 0 ≤ x 2 ≤ 0.75 and 0 ≤ x 3 ≤ 0.75, where x 1 , x 2 and x 3 are the proportions of Tjalve, Folke and Hard Red Spring flour, respectively. For the noise variables, it was considered three situations for the mixing time: 5, 15 and 25 minutes and also three situations for proofing time: 35, 47.5, and 60 minutes.
A full 3 2 factorial design was used for the noise variables and the 10 runs corresponding to a simplex lattice design were replicated at each of the nine combinations of the mixing and proofing times, so that the complete design involved 90 experimental runs as shown in Figure 1 . We consider the noise variables coded as z 1 = (mixing time − 15)/10 and z 2 = (proofing time − 47.5)/12.5. The volumes recorded for the 10 flour types and the 9 combinations of the noise variables are reproduced in Table 2 , using the run numbers, from 1 to 10, as identified in Figure 1 . Additional details of the way in which the experiment was conducted are given by [12] , and further description of the practical aspects of the study is provided by [5] according to [12] . Naes et al. [12] carried out a study of the use of robust design methodology to the breadmaking problem to investigate the underlying relationships between the response variable loaf volume and the mixture and noise variables, comparing three techniques for analysing the loaf volume, i.e., the mean square error, the analysis of variance and the regression approach, where all factors, the three mixtures components and the two noise variables, are modeled simultaneously. In the analysis carried out by them, the full crossed model (2) for three mixture ingredients and two noise variables was taken as the starting model, however a detailed argument was presented for reducing the number of parameters by removing some of the second and third-order mixture terms before performing the cross. So the initial reduced model had 28 terms. After Backwards elimination using regression methods, the final model with 18 terms was obtained. Naes et al. [12] obtain their results considering a homoscedastic Gaussian model for the response variable.
In this paper, we reexamine the bread-making problem considering the possibility of obtaining, in addition to the mean model, a model for variance. In our analysis, we will consider the Taguchi's ideas on Robust Parameter Design (RPD). According to [10] , RPD is an approach to product realization activities that emphasizes choosing the levels of controllable factors (or parameters) in a process or product to achieve two objectives: i) to ensure that the mean of the output response is at a desired level or target and ii) to ensure that the variability around this target value is as small as possible. In a problem of robust parameter design we must obtain models for both mean and variance of the process or product. Thus, we can minimize the variability by finding the optimum settings of factors that affect the variance model and then adjusting the mean to its target value by finding appropriate settings of factors that affect the mean model. For our purpose, we will use two distinct methodologies to get the models for mean and variance: the joint modeling of mean and dispersion and the delta method.
Modeling of mean and variance via JMMD
For we apply the JMMD we need to choose a variance function and a link function for the mean model, besides the independent variables for the models of the mean and dispersion. Naes et al. [12] have considered a Gaussian model in their analysis; thus, initially we consider the model for the mean like Gaussian with identity link function and variance function V (µ) = 1. For the dispersion model, as mentioned before in Section 3, it is assumed a gamma model with logarithmic link function. These assumptions will be checked in our analysis.
Model building strategy
We start our analysis with the same initial reduced model, involving 28 terms, considered by [12] and given in equation (8) .
We consider a linear regression model for the mean fitted by Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) method . After the stepwise backward method we have found a model with 18 terms given in Table 3 . We observe that the obtained model was the same as that found by [12] . In our analysis, in order to make inference for both models of mean and dispersion, following the algorithm shown in Appendix B, we create a package implemented in the R system for statistical computing [16] . However, other software could be used to obtain these models.
For comparison between the competitors joint models, based on the ideas of [4] , we consider a kind of quasi Akaike's Information Criterion given by AICq = −2Q Table 3 . However, other alternatives could be considered for the choice of the linear predictors for the mean and dispersion models, see comments in [7] . The procedure for selecting the best model for the mean and dispersion came from an adaptation of the stepwise backward method, where the models for the mean and dispersion were changed alternately. The Table 4 shows the values of AICq and R 2 p for some joint models considered. In Table 4 , the linear predictor for the mean model M j is the linear predictor for the mean model M i removed the terms in braces, that is, η M j = η M i − {terms}. The linear predictor for the dispersion model is obtained analogously. We note that when terms are removed from models of the mean and dispersion the values of AICq and R In order to verify that the model JM 2 exhibits non-constant variance, we employ the studentized Breusch and Pagan test [1] which is available in R in the lmtest package [19] . The value provided by the test is 26.1733 with p-value = 0.03624, indicating, in fact, that the variance is not constant. 
(terms given in Table 3) 813.8589 0.9199 ξ D 0 (terms given in Table 3 )
− {terms} is the linear predictor η M i removed the terms in braces. † ξ D j = ξ D i − {terms} is the linear predictor ξ D i removed the terms in braces.
Note that the extended quasi-likelihood is based on a saddlepoint approximation to an exponential family likelihood, i.e., the GLM family, as point out by [9] , p. 81. Thus, we can build an approximate likelihood ratio test. Suppose we are considering two nested (extended quasi likelihood) models EQL1, with n 1 parameters, and EQL2, with n 2 parameters, such that EQL1 ⊂ EQL2 and therefore n 2 > n 1 . Let −2Q + A1 and −2Q + A2 be the adjusted extended quasi likelihood, given in equation (4), for the two models respectively. As well as ln L ≈ Q + A , where L is the likelihood function, the approximate likelihood test is given by −2(Q
. In our analysis, we consider the dispersion model as fixed and the test is built only for the terms in the mean model. Thus, we are considering EQL1 as a full model with p + q parameters, that is, p parameters for the mean model and q parameters for the dispersion model. The EQL2 model is the EQL1 model with a term less in the mean model, with p + q − 1 parameters. Thus, the approximate likelihood test is given by λ = −2(Q Table 1 .
Note that we could have used the approximate likelihood ratio test to analyse the terms of the dispersion model, but, as we are assuming the model for dispersion as known, we prefer to use the deviation analysis. Also note that the criterion of approximate information could be used in both mean and dispersion analysis, but this was not carried out. Finally, we consider the Wald's method in both mean and dispersion analysis.
The tests for significance of parameters in the models of the mean and dispersion in the joint model JM 2 are given in Tables 5 and 6 , respectively.
As pointed out by [9] , for the residual analysis in the mean model we use the standardized deviance residual, given by r and the model for dispersion is the same model for the variance, i.e., V ar(Y |Z 1 , Z 2 ) = φ, because V (µ) = 1, and it is given by 
QQplot of residuals
To obtain the expressions for E(Y ) and V ar(Y ), we supposed that the coded noise variables 
where E(Z
, with k 2 > 0, and V ar(
, and α 1 , α 2 are constant, we have that 
where m 1 = 6.03x 1 + 5.22x 2 + 18.49x 3 − 47.
Modeling of mean and variance via delta method
The use of the delta method to obtain models for the mean and variance in mixture experiments with process variables was introduced by [6] . Goldfarb et. al [6] consider the model for the response variable Y given by Y = η(x, w, z) + ε, where x is the vector of the mixture components, w is the vector of the controllable process variables, z is the vector of the noise variables, ε is the random error with ε ∼ N (0, σ 2 ) and η(x, w, z) is the linear predictor, containing quadratic or special cubic mixture terms, interactions between the mixture components and the controllable process variables, interactions between mixture components and the noise variables, and interactions among all three types of variables. Considering the noise variables Z t = (Z 1 , . . . , Z b ), they assume that
) is a b × b diagonal matrix with the variances of the noise variables on the diagonal. Goldfarb et al. [6] obtain E(Y ) and V ar(Y ) via delta method considering a first-order Taylor series approximation of the model around the mean of Z, taken as zero.
Model building strategy
As proposed in Section 4, the delta method will be applied considering the second-order expansion of Taylor series around the mean of noise variables. For we apply the delta method we consider the final model obtained by [12] whose terms are shown in Table  3 . Thus, the delta method is applied to the estimated model, given byŷ = η(x, z) = c 1 + c 2 z 1 + c 3 z 2 + c 4 z The response model assumed by [12] is y = η(x, z) + ε with ε ∼ N (0, σ 2 ), where
from Section 4 we have that η
Now, from the equation (5) we obtain y = η(x, z)
Thereafter, using the fact that if
], the models for mean and variance can be obtained from equations (6) and (7), respectively, and are given by 
Optimization process
Following the Taguchi's idea for the quality improvement, see [18] , after we found the equations for E(Y ) and V ar(Y ), we have to solve the following minimization problem
where E(Y ) and V ar(Y ) are functions of x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , µ 1 , µ 2 , σ (11) and (12), respectively, and we still must assume an additional constraint, i.e., 1 − 2σ (13) and (14), respectively, and we useσ 2 = D n−p = 58.36 as an estimative for σ 2 in equation (14), where D = 4201, 615 is the deviance for the model shown in Table 3 , with n = 90 observations and p = 18 parameters.
We solve the optimization problem, considering various scenarios involving the values of mean and variance for the random variables mixing time and proofing time. The Table 7 shows, for the JMMD and the delta method, the optimum combination for the mixture and its variance estimated for each scenario involving the noise variables. 
Discussion
In this paper, we have applied the delta method and the joint modeling of mean and dispersion in a mixture problem with noise variables, with the goal of finding an optimal combination of the mixture ingredients, in order to make the mean of the response variable robust to the noise conditions.
In bread-making example, that had as objective to investigate and to value the final quality of flour composed by different mixtures of wheat flour for production of bread, the optimal combination for the mixture of flour should be obtained to be robust to the mixing and proofing times of the dough, considered as noise variables. The results shown in Section 5 give a comprehensive treatment for the problem in each of the approaches considered.
In our analysis we have considered the noise variables as random variables with Gaussian distribution and we considered various scenarios involving the noise variables, shown in Table 7 . We have obtained optimal combinations of mixture that were robust to the noise conditions, i.e., for the mixtures obtained is expected that the bread produced will have a mean volume of 530 ml, independent of the noise situations for which the mixture was exposed. From the scenarios considered in Table 7 , we can also observe that the variance estimated using the delta method is greater than the variance estimated by the JMMD. However, we can not compare the two approaches considered because there is no method for such a comparison.
In the optimization process, shown in Subsection 5.3, the variables Z 1 and Z 2 were considered noise variables, however, in some situations, some process variables can be considered controllable variables, this does not alter the procedures shown in Subsections 5.1.1 and 5.2.1, nevertheless for the optimization process given in Subsection 5.3, such variables are not considered random variables and the optimization process can be conducted for fixed values of these variables.
For the bread-making example, we have considered the Gaussian distribution for the noise variables, however other distributions could be considered, for example, the distributions Gamma or lognormal, but the procedure for finding E(Y ) and V ar(Y ) would be harder. We also have considered independence between noise variables, but for situations where this assumption can not be considered, the complexity of the optimization process increases. Dependence on noise variables using the delta method with first order approximation is considered by [6] and for the JMMD still needs further study.
The mean model obtained by [12] was used as base to apply the delta method. The delta method was applied considering the second-order expansion of Taylor series around the mean of noise variables, however, we could also have used a less accurate first-order approximation. It is worth mentioning that in the case of the delta method, there is only an approximation to the variance. That is, there is no statistical model associated with the variance, just as there is in the case of JMMD.
One can not make formal comparisons between our analysis, using the JMMD, and that proposed by [12] because they are different approaches and there is no a measure that allows comparisons, however we can use the values of R 2 p and the graphs of the observed values versus the predicted values by the models considered as a criterion for comparison. For the model proposed by [12] , whose terms in the linear predictor are shown in Table  3 , R 2 p = 0.9189 and for our model, given in equation (9), R 2 p = 0.9199. The Figure  4 shows the graphs of the observed values versus the predicted values by both models considered. It should also be mentioned that as much using the delta method as JMMD, we get a model for the variance and it is possible to construct an optimization problem which allows to obtain optimum values for the ingredients of the mixture making the mean response robust to noise factors.
It is important to emphasize that when we use JMMD other distributions, that not only the Gaussian distribution, could be considered for the mean model, for instance, distributions for counts or proportions. However, for example, in case of a model for the mean is of Poisson type, with V (µ) = µ, the complexity of the optimization problem increases, since V ar(Y |Z) = V (µ)φ = µ exp{g t (u)γ}. (9), using the JMMD. Empty balls represent the values predicted by the model obtained by [12] , whose terms in the linear predictor are shown in Table 3 .
same way as it was done for the mean model, in each iteration j (j = 1, 2, · · · ) a new γ (j) is obtained and the process continues until a convergence criterion is fulfilled. After the convergence is reached, store the last γ (j) as γ k and use it to compute the n × 1 vector φ k , that is, φ k = ψ −1 (U γ k ), where ψ is an invertible known function. For the dispersion model, ψ is generally taken as the logarithmic function, so φ k = exp(U γ k ). Now, with the estimated vector φ t k = (φ k1 , · · · , φ kn ), return to the mean model and again use the iterative weighted least squares, but now with the new weights 
where −2Q + Ak is the extended quasi-deviance adjusted, obtained in the kth cycle, ǫ ∈ R and | | represents the absolute value operator. At the beginning of the process, consider −2Q + A0 = 0. Note that in the kth cycle we must check if the mean and dispersion models are well adjusted and if some parameter in the mean or dispersion model should be excluded of the joint model. For more details about model checking see [11] and [9] . 
